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We study the impurity-induced critical behavior in an integrableSU(2)-invariant model consisting of an
open spin chain of arbitrary spinS ~Takhatajian-Babujian model! interacting with an impurity of spinSW 8
located at one of the boundaries. ForS51/2 or S851/2, the impurity interaction takes a very simple form
JSW 1•SW 8 that describes the deformed boundary bond between the impuritySW 8 and the first bulk spinSW 1 with an
arbitrary coupling strengthJ. For a weak coupling 0,J,J0 /@(S1S8)
221/4#, the impurity is completely
compensated, undercompensated, and overcompensated forS85S, S8.S, andS8,S as in the usual Kondo
problem. While for strong couplingJ>J0 /@(S1S8)
221/4#, the impurity spin is split into two ghost spins.








































Quantum fluctuations induced by an impurity coupl
with the one-dimensional~1D! Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid
~TLL ! play essential roles in understanding the low tempe
ture behavior of quasi-1D systems, such as quantum wir1
fractional quantum Hall effect,2 carbon nanotubes,3 or
quasi-1D organic conductors.4 The problem of an impurity
spinSW 8 coupled with both of its neighboring sites in a qua
tum chain was studied by a class of integrable SU~2!-
invariant models.5,6 For the Heisenberg chain with ferroma
netic coupling, the impurity is locked into the critica
behavior of the lattice, i.e., at low temperatures the spec
heat is proportional toT1/2 and the susceptibility diverges a
T22 with logarithmic corrections.7 For a chain with antifer-
romagnetic coupling, the impurity spin is compensated
bulk spins with three different situations similar to those
the multichannel Kondo problem:8 for S85S, it is the com-
plete compensation and the impurity just corresponds to
more site in the chain; forS8.S, the partial compensation
with Schottky anomaly when an external magnetic fieldH is
applied on; and forS8,S, the overcompensation, whic
gives rise to quantum critical behavior.8
The effects of an impurity embedded in 1D TLL hav
been recently extensively discussed. By renormalizati
group~RG! techniques, bosonization methods, and bound
conformal field theories, many interesting results have b
obtained, showing unusual properties of TLL in the prese
of a local potential barrier or a magnetic impurity.9–12 Gen-
erally speaking, these new findings indicate that the quan











to conformally invariant boundary conditions.13–16 The
impurity-bulk coupling strengthJ flows either to infinity
when the impurity is screened, or to finite as if it is ove
screened, no matter what the sign ofJ is initially. In particu-
lar, numerical studies of the finite-size spectrum support
picture that the fixed point corresponds to a chain disc
nected at the impurity site for repulsive interaction.17 How-
ever, the low-temperature impurity behavior described
previous Bethe ansatz integrable models do not corresp
to the stable critical points mentioned above. For instance
the critical point the spin-S impurity coupled to the spin-1/2
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain has the effect
screened spinSe f f5S21/2 rather thanS21, despite the fact
that it couples with two neighboring 1/2 spins.5 In this re-
spect, the critical point described by the integrable impur
models is unstable, owing to the fact that these models h
a fixed impurity coupling, a ‘‘fine-tuned’’ impurity interac
tion term, and no backward scattering.18 It is recalled that
backward scattering is one of the essences of the quan
impurity problem in 1D TLL.9,11 From the point of view of
RG, electrons or spin waves moving in one-dimensio
space will be largely scattered back by the impurity, wh
the tunneling effect could be perturbed.11,19In the fixed-point
limit, they are completely scattered back after a phase s
by the impurity, as long as the tunneling is plausibly n
glected at sufficient low temperature. We remark that
these models only one channel host electron is treated~for-
ward scattering for the transparent impurity, and one h
chain for the boundary impurity!. For a general impurity
~nonintegrable!, one should consider two half-chains inte
acting symmetrically with the impurity,22 which is effec-











































PRB 60 6595GHOST SPINS AND QUANTUM CRITICAL BEHAVIOR . . .the tunneling across the impurity is plausibly neglected~RG
fixed point!. Generally, tunneling through the impurity ma
exist. It causes hybridization, splitting, and anisotropy of
two channels. However, the tunneling matrix is negligib
small comparing to the Kondo coupling11 or the impurity
potential9 at low-energy scales from the RG point of view
Therefore, these effects are not very harmful to the tw
channel behavior.24 The two-channel Kondo behavior is re
ally found in the spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain with a spin-1
impurity.25
In this paper, we solve a related integrable model, i.e.,
Takhatajian-Babujian spin chain coupled with a bound
spin, via algebraic Bethe ansatz. It is argued that forS51,
the model corresponds to a bulk impurity in a spin-1
Heisenberg chain. The structure of the present paper is
following: In the subsequent section, we construct the mo
and derive the Bethe ansatz equation. The ground-state p
erties and the boundary bound states are discussed in Se
In Sec. IV, we discuss the thermodynamics of the op
boundary as well as the impurity. It is found that the op
boundary behaves as an overscreened spin and the imp
itself, may show different quantum critical behaviors, d
pending on the coupling constantJ. Section V is attributed
to the concluding remarks.
II. THE MODEL AND ITS BETHE ANSATZ




@SW n•SW n111SW 2n•SW 2n21#1JSW 8•~SW 11SW 21!,
~1!
whereJ0.0 ~antiferromagnetic coupling!; SW n is the spin-1/2
operator,SW 8 is the impurity spin operator. By inverting th
coordinates of one half-chain, we readily map the mo
onto a two-channel spin system coupled with a bound
impurity. As discussed in earlier works,6,24 a 2S-channel
Kondo system has the same low-temperature behavior to
of spin-S Takhatajian-Babujian model26 with an impurity





@SW n•SW n112~SW n•SW n11!
2#1JSW 8•SW 1 , ~2!
with S51. Based on these arguments, we study the lo
temperature behavior induced by an magnetic impuritySW 8
coupled with an open antiferromagnetic Takhatajia
Babujian chain of spinS by use of Bethe ansatz. It is we
known that integrable generalization of isotropicS51/2 spin




Q2S~SW j•SW j 11!, ~3!
whereQ2S(x) is a polynomial of degree 2S of SU~2! invari-






























2 n(n11)2S(S11), n50,1,...,2S. One
recovers H1/25J0( j 51
N21SW j•SW j 11 , H15J0( j 51
N21@SW j•SW j 11
2(SW j•SW j 11)
2] as the usual spin-1/2 Heisenberg model a
theS51 Takhatajian-Babujian model, respectively~up to an
irrelevant constant!. The construction of the model is base
on the vertex weight operatorsR(l), represented by matri
ces acting on the tensor product spacesV1^ V2 of two spins
SW 1 , SW 2 , with a parameterl identified as spectral paramete











wherePl is the projector selecting the states with total spil
in the tensor product of the two spins involved,Pl(x)
5PnÞ l ,n50
2S (x2xn)/(xl2xn). Owing to the Yang-Baxter
equations satisfied by theR matrix, we have the relationship





Here, the trace is taken in the auxiliary spin spaceVA
(dimVA52S11) introduced to help us track the prolifera
ing spin indices. Because@ t(l),t(m)#50, ;l, m, HS is in-
tegrable under the periodic boundary condition.
Now, we put a magnetic impuritySW 8 at one end of the














wherey5SW 1•SW 8, yl5
1
2 @ l ( l 11)2S(S11)2S8(S811)#; c
is an arbitrary parameter describing the strength of the b
impurity interaction. The impurity is assumed to be sited
the left end of the chain, say the sitej 50, while its neigh-
boring spin isSW 1 . For S51/2, the model is reduced to tha
considered in Ref. 21. Interestingly, whenS51/2 or S8
51/2, the interaction term takes the simple form
Himp5JSW 1•SW 8, ~9!
with coupling constantJ5J0 /@(S81S)
22c2#, which can
range from negative infinity to positive, and meet all t
physical situations. So at least in these two cases, the Ha
tonian could be expected to describe properly the bound
bond effect in some real quasi-1D materials at very low te
perature, such as the possible bond impurityS851/2 in S
51 Heisenberg antiferromagnet TMNIN.27 To show the in-
tegrability of the Hamiltonian~7!, let us first notice that the
impurity termHimp can be more conveniently treated as t
boundary operator, similar to the usual open boundary pr
lem with boundary field. In addition to the Yang-Baxte
equation~YBE! as the integrable condition of the bulk, the
























6596 PRB 60JIANHUI DAI, YUPENG WANG, AND U. ECKERNtion YBE! for the same model to be integrable under t
open boundary conditions, and the QISM is still available28
A new K operator is introduced to describe the bound
effect. In most works, theK operator is a 232 matrix with
c-number elements that describes the boundary field.28 The
Sklyanin formalism can be extended to the generic repre
tations ofK operator, which is written as a 232 matrix but
with elements being operators rather thanc numbers.20,21
This operator-valuedK plays an useful role in constructin
the boundary problem where the quantum degrees of f
dom of the boundary enter interactions. Of course genera
both R,K matrices could be interpreted as the inhomo
neous vertices in a 2D lattice model. Our model correspo
to a very special one in that the only ‘‘inhomogeneity




A0~l1 ic ! ~10!
and SS8R(l)















It is straightforward to show that the doubled monodrom
matrix
Q~l!5T~l!K~l!T21~2l! ~12!
satisfies the reflection YBE and its traceu(l)5trA Q(l) sat-
isfies @u(l),u(m)#50, ;l, m. Similarly, because H
}(d/dl)ln u(l)ul50, the Hamiltonian ~7! is indeed inte-
grable. Its spectrum is uniquely determined by the followi
Bethe ansatz equations~BAE!:
l j1 i ~S81c!
l j2 i ~S81c!
l j1 i ~S82c!
l j2 i ~S82c!





l j2l l1 i
l j2l l2 i
l j1l l1 i
l j1l l2 i
. ~13!








up to a rapidity-independent constant, wherel j are the ra-
pidities of the spin waves. The magnetization is given
Sz5NS1S82M with M being the number of down spins
For convenience, we putJ051 in the following text.
III. GROUND STATE, BOUNDARY CORRELATOR,
AND BOUNDARY STRINGS
Due to the reflection symmetry of the model and its BA
there is a restriction on the rapidities:l jÞ6l l , for j Þ l .
Therefore,l j50 is forbidden in this system. Generally, th
bulk solutions of Eq.~13! can be described by the followin













~n22 j 11!, j 51,2,...,n, ~15!
with lg
n being a positive real number. Sinceand2c give
the same Hamiltonian, we considerc.0 ~c real! or Imc
.0 ~c imaginary! cases without losing generality. Forc
,S8 and or imaginaryc, Eq. ~15! are the only possible
solutions of the BAE~13!. For each class of states classifie
by n strings, we introduce the usual density distributi
function rn(l) and rn,h(l), representing occupied state
~particles! and missing states~holes!, respectively. The BAE














min(n,l)an1l1122k(l); Anl is an integral operator with the
kernel
An,l~l!5aun1 l u~l!12 (
k51
min(n,l )21
an1 l 22k~l!1aun2 l u~l!,
fn
imp(l)5an,2S8(l2 ic)1an,2S8(l1 ic) is the impurity con-
tribution; fn
edg(l)5an(l)2d(l) is the surface or edge
term, which is independent of the magnetic impurity. Noti
that as a direct result of the restrictionl jÞl l , d~l! in fn
edg
excludes the case oflg
n50, which corresponds to a vanish
ing wave function. In the ground state, only 2S strings





































































The ground-state energy is obtained as



















2 uS2S8u1 irc !
2C~ 12 1
1
2 ~S1S8!1 irc !#, ~25!
Fedg


















whereC is the digamma function. As a by-product, the co
relator of SW 8 and SW 1 can be exactly derived for the prese





Since the couplingc ~and thereforeJ! dependent effects ar
all encoded inr2S
imp(l), we will mainly focus on the impurity
energyFimp








Now we turn toc.S8 case. In addition to then-string
solutions~15!, an imaginary model5 i (c2S8) appears to
be a solution of the BAE~13!. In fact, in this case, the so
called n2k boundary string29 is a possible solution of the
BAE
lbs
n2k,m5 i ~c2S8!1 im, m5k,k11,...,n, ~29!
wherek,S82c or k50. Generally, there is no restrictio
for n in the spin chain with a boundary field.29 However, in
our model,l56 i (S81c) are not solutions of the BAE, in
dicatingn,2S8. In addition, for 2c5 integer case,k must be
zero due to the restrictionl jÞl l , j Þ l . The formation of
n2k boundary string in the ground-state configuration w
induce a distortion of the original 2S string. The change o
the 2S-string distribution@denoted byrbs(l)# can be derived




$a2S,2S@l2 i ~c2S81 l !#
1a2S,2S@l1 i ~c2S81 l !#%. ~30!










By solving Eq.~30! via Fourier transformation and submi
ting rbs into Eq. ~31!, we find ebs50. Therefore there is no
net contribution from the boundary string to the total ener
in the thermodynamic limit, similar to problem of a charge
vacuum in the sine-Gordon theory.29 However, we remark
here that such a kind of boundary string will be stabiliz
with a finite magnetization, like those of the fermion syste
with boundary potential29 or Kondo impurity.20,22
IV. THERMODYNAMICS
In this section, we consider the thermodynamics ofc
<S8 ~antiferromagnetic! case. The thermodynamic BAE ca
be derived by following the standard method.8,30,31At finite
temperatures, the solutions of BAE are described by














` E $~rn1rn,h!ln~rn1rn,h!2rn ln rn
2rn,h ln rn,h%dl. ~33!










wherehn(l)[rn,h(l)/rn(l) andh0(l)[0. With the iden-
tities




where Bn,m and G are integral operators with the kerne





























6598 PRB 60JIANHUI DAI, YUPENG WANG, AND U. ECKERNEquation ~37! is almost the same equation as that of t
2S-channel Kondo problem8 with only a different driving








f bulk5 f bulk















The boundary behaves always as a spin-1/4~in fact one half
of a spin-1/2! and its critical effect in theXXZ spin-1/2 chain
has been discussed in a previous work.32 In our case, the
‘‘boundary spin’’ shows overscreened critical behavior,
will be discussed in the following section.
When T˜0, the driving term in Eq.~37! diverges. That
meansh2S˜0 and all otherhn tend to constantshn
1 that

















Since the equation is decoupled atn52S, we have different
















21, for n,2S. ~46!




lnF2 cos p2~S11!G . ~47!
To calculate the free energy of the impurity, we rewrite t
integral kernelFn






dn,2S82cI12l 21 , ~48!
wherecI denotes the integer part of 2c anda52c2cI . For
2c5cI , the impurity behaves as two ghost spinsS81cI /2


















The summation of the two ghost spins’ entropy gives that
the whole impurity. WhencIÞ2c, the difference between






@ ln~11 f 2S82cI12l 21!2 ln f 2S82cI12l 21#,
~51!
with f n5 limx0˜0
hn
1 . This result shows that the spin con
figuration of the ground state is very complicated a
strongly depends on the impurity-bulk coupling. In fact, t
residual entropy has jumps atc5cI /2. That means quantum
phase transition occurs forc across a half-integer or an inte
ger.
To obtain the leading order of some thermodynamic qu
tities such as the specific heat and the susceptibility, we n
the low-temperature (T!Tk) expansion. This can be
achieved by following the standard method developed for
multichannel Kondo problem.8 For T˜0, only the excita-
tions near the Fermi surface (l˜6`) are important. The
driving term in Eq.~37! can be approximately replaced b
2(p/T)exp(2pulu). We introduce the new variablesz65




2!e2z6 for n>2S, ~52!
hn~z6!;hn
11~an1bnx0




2tz6 for S51. ~54!
Here an and bn are constants,t52/(S11) and6 denotes
the two Fermi points. For imaginaryc5 ib, the free energy





TE F 12 coshS z1pb2 ln pT D
1
1
2 coshS z2pb2 ln pT D G ln~11h2S8!dz. ~55!
Notice that we have replacedz6 by z in the integral. In this
case, the bond deformation does not change the effec
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impurity SW 8. For c real and 2c5cI , the free energy of the




















cI E aa~l!ln~11h2S82cI12l 2121 !dz, ~58!
where





Notice thatG6(l) are convergent in the real axis since
2cI /2,1/2. The specific heat and the susceptibility can
easily derived from the free energy by substituting E
~52!–~54! into Eqs.~57! or ~58!. With different values ofc,
different quantum critical behavior may appear.~i! For S
6cI /2>S, both of the ghost spins are underscreened and
leading terms in the specific heat and the susceptibility
the Schottky term and the Curie term, respectively.~ii ! For
S82cI /2,S,S81cI /2, no matter how largeS8 is, the larger
ghost spin is underscreened and the smaller ghost sp
overscreened. The leading order of the impurity specific h







while that of the susceptibility of the impurity is governed b
the larger ghost spin with the usual Curie law
x imp;T
211O~Tt21!, ~61!
indicating a novel critical behavior.~iii ! For S86cI /2,S,
the system behaves as a conventional overscreened K
system. Especially forS51, S851/2, andcI50, the model
is related to Eq.~1! and the low-temperature behavior of th
impurity shows as
Cimp;2T ln T, x imp;2 ln T, ~62!
which coincides with the numerical results obtained in R
25. The above results show that the bond deformation le
to two kinds of effect: The half integer~or integer! part ofc
(cI /2) splits the impurity spin into two ghost spins (S8
6cI /2), and the residue (c2cI /2) renormalizes the effective
energy scaleTk ~Kondo temperature! as well as the ampli-
tudes of the physical quantities~but without changing the
critical behavior!. Thus the critical behavior is only governe











In conclusion, we propose an integrable model of
boundary impurity spin SW 8 coupled with an open
Takhatajian-Babujian spin-S chain. The relation between th
present model and the problem of the bulk impurity in a s
chain is discussed. In our model, whenS or S8 is one half,
the interaction term takes a very simple form. The coupl
constantJ can take arbitrary value without destroying th
integrability of the Hamiltonian, this allows one to exhib
the exact features of the system. While in the periodic m
els, there is a constraint onJ. Though a similarS8SR
A0(l
2c) can be introduced in the periodic models,6,5 the param-
eterc must be real~imaginary in our case! which describes a
weak-linked impurity with the bulk. The interaction only a
fects the energy scale~Kondo temperature! but does not
change the fixed point of the system. With an imaginaryc,
the model Hamiltonians constructed for bulk impurities a
non-Hermitian and their spectra generally lie in the comp
plane33 rather than in the real axis. In our model, both reac
and imaginaryc define Hermitian Hamiltonians due to th
reflection symmetry, and the coupling constantJ meets all
physical situations. Some new quantum critical phenom
driven by the impurity-bulk coupling have been foun
~which have not been explicitly found yet in the period
models!: ~i! The strong couplingJ may split the impurity
spin into effective ‘‘ghost spins’’S82cI /2 and S81cI /2.
The coupling not only changes the energy scales~Kondo
temperature! as in the conventional Kondo problem but al
renormalizes the effective strength of the impurity spin. Su
a phenomenon reveals a pure correlation effect. We note
the spin splitting or the ghost spins have also been poin
out in our earlier publications in some differen
situations.20,22 ~ii ! Depending on the strength of the co
pling, the system may show a variety of critical behavio
which are different from those of the conventional Kon
problem. A typical example is that whenS82cI /2,S,S8
1cI /2, the leading term in the susceptibility is Curie typ
~contributed by the larger ghost spin!, while that of the spe-
cific heat is an overscreened 2S-channel Kondo type~con-
tributed by the smaller ghost spin!. Such a fascinating non
Fermi liquid behavior has never been found in t
conventional impurity problem~notice that they are induce
by the same impurity!. ~iii ! The open boundary, which ca
be produced by either an impurity~magnetic or nonmag-
netic! or bond deformation, shows overscreened multich
nel behavior as long as the bulk spinS.1/2. Such kind of
effect is caused by the self-avoiding scattering of a spin w
with its reflection counterpart, and is expected to be a co
mon feature of the multichannel systems in one dimens
Our results strongly suggest that some new intermed
fixed points may exist for the Kondo problem in a strong
correlated system.
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